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Static Electricity 

Introduction: 

An atom is the basic unit of an element. It is made up of a nucleus, which contains protons 

and neutrons. There is an electron cloud that surrounds the nucleus, which contains 

electrons. Protons are positively charged, electrons are negatively charged, and neutrons 

have no charge. The protons and neutrons are kept in the nucleus and are held tightly 

there, they do not move around. However, an electron isn’t held as tightly and is free to 

move from one atom to another. When an atom loses an electron there is now more 

protons than electrons so it becomes positively charged. When an atom gains an electron 

it then has more electrons than protons so it becomes negatively charged.  When two 

objects are rubbed together, it causes the electrons to move and for the objects to become 

either positively or negatively charged. The rubbing of two objects creates static electricity. 

If two balloons are rubbed against insulators (does not readily conduct electricity) then 

they will repel each other. Both balloons are negatively charged. If a balloon is rubbed 

against a conductor (electric current can flow freely) then the conductor will be positively 

charged and the balloon negatively charged, thus creating an attraction.  

Purpose: 

To observe static electricity and whether objects are repelled or attracted to each other 

due to their positive or negative charges. 

Materials: 

§ Two balloons 

§ Woolen cloth 

§ Hair 

§ Cotton cloth 

§ Aluminum can 

§ Paper plate 

§ Comb 

§ Tub 

§ Lab water bottle 

§ Salt  

§ Pepper 

§ Gelatin

 



Procedure:   

§ Part I. 

− Rub a balloon against a woolen cloth and do the same thing to the other balloon 

− Rub a balloon against a cotton cloth and do the same thing to the other balloon 

− Rub one balloon against wool and the other against cotton 

− Record your observations for all of the above 

§ Part II. 

− Rub a balloon against your hair or someone else’s hair 

− Record the observations 

§ Part III.  

− Rub the balloon on your hair 

− Place the balloon on the wall 

− Record your observations 

§ Part IV. 

− Place an aluminum can on its side on the table 

− Rub the balloon on your hair 

− Place the balloon near the aluminum can and move the balloon around 

− Record your observations 

§ Part V. 

− With a partner: squirt water into the tub while your partner brings a charged 

balloon near (but not touching) the water stream. 

§ Part VI 

− Make three separate piles: salt, pepper and gelatin. 

− Rub comb on the balloon 

− With the teeth side down, lower the comb 1 inch away from each pile 

− Record your observations 



Results: 

Object Observation 

Two balloons with wool cloth   

Two balloons with cotton cloth  

Two balloons: one with cotton, one 
with wool cloth  

Balloon and hair   

Balloon on the wall   

Balloon and aluminum can  
  

Balloon and stream of water 
 

Balloon and comb: Pepper 
  

Balloon and comb: Salt 
 

Balloon and comb: Gelatin 
  

 

Conclusion: 

1. What objects are attracted to each other?  Why are they attracted to each other? 

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________ 



2.  What object repelled each other?  Why were they repelled? 

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________ 

 

3.  Have you experienced static electricity?  Describe your experience. 

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________ 

 

Draw a picture of today’s activities. 

 

 

  

 


